PULSE
INNOVATIONS SMART CABINET
Smart Asset Tracking with Access Control

Utilizing RFID technology in combination
with

item-level

Innovations

reporting,
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the

Pulse

Cabinet

gives

pharmacies and healthcare organizations
precise, real-time inventory management
to effectively automate and optimize the
management of medical supplies.

Plug & Play

Real Time Cloud-based Asset Tracking

Secure Asset Management

Cost-Effective

Counterfeit Protection

Provide in-depth insights on item usage and allow staff to
quickly replenish stock with the Pulse Manager Software.

Item data & analytics

Send notifications on important
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Remote Asset tracking with Pulse
Manager Enterprise
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Smart

Smart Asset Tracking with Access Control
HOW IT WORKS
1. The Pulse Smart cabinet automatically scans all items
with affixed RFID tag, 24/7
2. Secure Access: An NFC Smart lock reader on the cabinet
door scans your keycard, fob or other RFID credentials.
3. A built-in camera captures images of the employee with
a timestamp that associates the images with the item
description. Enabling item traceability and accountability.

√ Pulse Manager Software & Enterprise
√ Ethernet, Wi-Fi Connection, 4G optional

4. All captured data is instantly and automatically

√ Smart Lock - Access control

uploaded to the Pulse Manager software on-premise or

√ Height Adjustable Shelves

in the cloud which can be accessed from a web browser.

√ Optional Wheels For Mobility

SPECIFICATIONS

Exterior
Dimensions:

Cabinet Weight:

PulseCabinet
standard

PulseCabinet
tall

d: 18 in
w: 26 in
h: 42 in

d: 18 in
w: 36 in
h: 72 in

78.5 lbs

200 lbs

ABOUT PULSE INNOVATIONS
Pulse Innovations LLC is a solutions providor
of innovative RFID-enabled smart cabinets
inventory management and access control
solutions, automating the supply chain and
inventory processes in the healthcare and

Capacity
Weight:

max 150 lbs

max 150 lbs

Material:

Steel & PVC

Steel & PVC

RFID
Frequencies:

902 - 928 MHz & 865 - 870 MHz

NFC Frequency:

125 KHz

pharmaceutical industries.
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